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● Device diversity among users
● Many services and perimeters
● Usage across many perimeters
● The Beyond Corp architecture
● Administration / risk model
● Challenges and complications
● Directions and further work

Outline



Vision: User Experience

work from anywhere

cloud based workflows

limit access by policy only



Moats & Castles

strong gates

bad guys on the outside

high walls

intrinsic trust
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Devices not equivalent

Some are trusted more 
than others; complicated



Device

VPN
server

Password

Password tables

Trying to fix architecture

Services

One VPN configuration per service and per device type?
But then … how to use more than one at a time?



user can pass firewall

evolved attackers/attacks

hitting the weakest link

infect users when outside



Access SRE …

No "Perimeter"

Authentication

Authorization

Encryption



“Re-architect corporate services
to remove any privileges associated 

with having a corporate network 
address.”



Architecture Blueprint

move trust to device level

device identity

device inventory

authZ on device state
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Beyond Corp Architecture
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Meta
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Internal 
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as a Reverse Web Proxy

Directory 
Service
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Access Policy Examples

DashboardPayroll Café Menu

Device AuthenticationDevice Authentication Device Authentication

User Authentication

Actively ManagedActively Managed

Patch Level Up-to-datePatch Level Up-to-date

Full Disk Encryption



Rule Example - Cafe
(  url.hostname is 'google-menu.appspot.com'
& url.port = 443
& url.protocol is 'https'
) then permit
    named 'Menu_Permit'
    tested_by 'menu_permit_test';



Rule Example - Dashboard
(  url.port = 443
& url.protocol is 'https'
& service is 'cluster-dashboard'
& ( employee
    | intern
    | user in 'ldap/cluster-dashboard-roles'
    | user in 'group/cluster’ )
& (google_managed_primary_device
    | role_managed_device )
then permit named 'cluster-dashboard’ tested_by
    'cd_any_employee_from_remote_managed_device'
    'cd_any_intern_from_onsite_managed_device'
    ‘cd_app_engine_role_from_app_engine_device'   [etc]



Rule Example - Payroll ?

● No, that ACL doesn’t fit on the slide

● Why not?
○ Real world ACLs are complicated
○ Once you study the corner cases

● Need an expressive language
○ Avoid assuming user behavior
○ No broad permissive generalizations



Bootstrapping Challenges

device identity

gatekeeping

inventory data quality

dependency on user creds



Workflow Challenges

“untrusting” the network

long tail/legacy workflows

network latency

systems management



Internet != https

Most protocols will work

Else need user&device IDs

Often, just a websocket

Generic tcp socket proxy



build support

get the data/build the gate

develop web first

Advice & Directions



Comparing the models

Usability

Applicability

Trust based on

Strong attribution of 
access

Segregation

Beyond Corp

"It just works"

on all networks,
including internet

device ID and state

easily possible
(even across tiers)

per device/service from 
all networks

much better as inventory 
drives the process

Perimeter

remote access solution 
may be required

internal network only

IP Address

very difficult
(think NAT)

only works on the 
internal network

Inventory data 
quality

data quality hard to 
improve



Questions?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caernarfon_Castle
Images: Herbert Ortner and others

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caernarfon_Castle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caernarfon_Castle


Hi Alex,
I work on the publicity team at SCALE. As part of promoting your talk at SCALE, we would like for you to participate in this brief interview which 
will be posted on the SCALE 12X website.  Please take the time to answer the questions and send them back to me at your earliest 
convenience.
Thank you for participating in SCALE 12X and we hope this small detail contributes to your talk's success.
Best,  Hannah

Q: Could you please introduce yourself and tell us a little about your background?
A: I’m a Site Reliability Engineer for Google at the Los Angeles office located a few miles north in Venice. I’ve always been interested 
in automation; recently I’ve been improving the dynamic resiliency of our Enterprise scale Monitoring for all offices and corporate 
data centers globally.  Before that, I worked on many other things over the last eight years.

Q: You're giving a talk on Devices outside the Enterprise Perimeter. Without tipping your hand on the actual talk, can you give us an idea of 
what we might expect?
A: I’ll discuss why VPNs are so hard to set up securely, and describe the architecture we’re using that avoids problems and lets 
employees work anywhere.

Q: Is this your first visit to SCALE? If so, what are your expectations? If not, can you give us your impressions of the event?
A: I’ve been attending (and often speaking) for years.  I’m expecting a busy weekend with barely a spare minute to grab a coffee, with 
lots of enjoyable corridor conversations getting interrupted by thought provoking technical presentations.  I usually prefer the 
DevOps track, as you might expect.

Thank you for taking part in this brief SCALE 12X interview.


